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 Indian markets are likely to open with gains and trade with a
positive bias today.
 From Intraday perspective, Nifty likely to witness buying interest
above 8601 for potential upside till 8712 while selling pressure to
emerge below 8518 for downside till 8476 / 8400.
 On Thursday, Indian markets opened with gains however faced
selling pressure in the first half of the trading session and slipped in
to the negative. Second half witnessed a pullback and the Nifty
closed positive with gains of 6 points.
 Market sentiment got a lift from the clearance of the long pending
GST bill in the Rajya Sabha, while firm global cues also injected
positivity in the market.
 On the sectoral front, Realty, Metals and Automobile were the top
gainers while IT and Bankex closed negative
 On Thursday, U.S markets ended on a mixed note with the Dow
Jones Industrial Average ending marginally negative 0.02% lower
at 18352 and the Nasdaq closed up 0.13% at 5166.
 The lackluster trading on Wall Street came following the Bank of
England's announcement of its decision to reduce interest rates
following Britain's vote to leave the European Union.

Idea for today
Buy – Godrej Consumer Products Ltd

 Bata India Ltd has reported that its net profit for the first quarter
ended June 30, 2016 came in flat at Rs 50.49 crore as sales fell. In Q1
FY 2015-16, the company had posted a net profit of Rs 50.18 crore.
 PC Jeweller Ltd reported that its net profit for the first quarter
ended June 30, 2016 climbed by 31.15% at Rs 106.59 crore from the
same period a year ago on higher sales. In Q1 FY 2015-16, the
company had posted a net profit of Rs 81.27 crore.
 NBCC (India) has secured order worth Rs 250 crore for construction
of 30 bedded ESIC Hospital at Baltikuri, West Bengal. The company
has received a total business of Rs 344.72 crore in the month of July
2016.
 Punj Lloyd’s subsidiary, Pt Engineering Limited, has sold its entire
stake in its wholly owned subsidiary registered in United Kingdom
viz Simon Carves Engineering Limited to Engineers and Constructors
International, Inc.
 Natco Pharma has received final approval for the generic versions of
Tamiflu oral capsules.
Source : Capitaline
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Recommendation: Buy Godrej Consumer Products Ltd
Suggested Range: Buy around 1586
Target: 1690 / 1800
Holding Period: upto 30 days
Stop loss: INR 1477 closing basis
Technical Rationale: Godrej
d Consumer Products Ltd has been
trading in an upward sloping channel since February this year.
It has been holding on to the lower end of the channel and
has been trading positive. The Stochastics oscillator has
reached the oversold region and the in terms of price it has
reached a crucial support cluster which makes it a good buy at
current levels. In Thursday’s trading session it has reached the
crucial support cluster of the 40 day moving average, the
lower end of the channel and the daily lower Bollinger band.
We expect this support cluster to hold and the stock to reach
levels of 1690 which is the previous swing high and above that
1800 which is the upper end of the channel.
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Tata Securities Limited
Corporate Identity Number: U67120MH1994PLC080918
Registered Office: One Forbes, Dr V.B. Gandhi Marg, Fort, Mumbai – 400 001
Tel: 91 22 6745 9000 Fax: 91 22 6610 6722
Web: www.tatacapitalsecurities.com
SEBI Registration Number: BSE INB010664150 INF011207954; NSE INB/F/E231288730; SEBI Registration Number: INZ000008839; Portfolio Manager INP000003872
Research Analyst: INH000002053; Merchant Banker INM 000011302 Depository Participant of CDSL: IN-DP-CDSL-450-2008
Depository Participant of NSDL: IN-DP-NSDL-298-2008
Compliance Officer: Bineet Jha : 022 – 6182 8282, e-mail id: compliance.securities@tatacapital.com
ABOUT TATA SECURITIES LIMITED
Tata Securities Limited (TSL/Tata Securities) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Tata Capital Limited, which is a subsidiary of Tata Sons Limited. Tata
Securities holds membership on the BSE Limited and the National Stock Exchange of India Limited and is also Depository Participant of National Securities
Depository Limited and Central Depository Services (India) Limited. TSL offers, both institutional and retail clients, quality products and services like Equity
Trading, IPOs and Mutual Funds. Tata Securities offers both institutional and retail clients, quality products and services like Equity Trading, IPOs and Mutual Funds.
The Company is also registered with Securities And Exchange Board of India as Portfolio Manager, Merchant Banker and Research Analyst..
Tata Securities also offers clients to trade on internet through its portal www.tatacapitalsecurities.com. Tata Securities is a national distributor of Mutual
Fund units, in the capacity of an Association of Mutual Funds in India registered distributor.
The corporate office of Tata Securities is located at Thane and is equipped to handle all corporate functions including an inbound customer servicing desk.
It also houses a full fledged research desk which provides necessary research supports to clients. We hereby declare that our activities were neither
suspended nor we have defaulted with any stock exchange authority with whom we are registered in last five years. However SEBI, Exchanges and
Depositories have conducted the routine inspection and based on their observations have issued advice letters or levied minor penalty on TSL for certain
operational deviations. We have not been debarred from doing business by any Stock Exchange / SEBI or any other authorities; nor has our certificate of
registration been cancelled by SEBI at any point of time.

DISCLAIMER
This report is for the personal information of the authorized recipient and does not construe to be any investment, legal or taxation advice to you. Tata
Securities is not soliciting any action based upon it. Nothing in this research report shall be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell any security or product,
or to engage in or refrain from engaging in any such transaction. It does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular
investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of the reader.
This research report has been prepared for the general use of the clients of the TSL and must not be copied, either in whole or in part, or distributed or
redistributed to any other person in any form. If you are not the intended recipient you must not use or disclose the information in this research report in
any way. Though disseminated to all the customers simultaneously, not all customers may receive this report at the same time. TSL will not treat recipients
as customers by virtue of their receiving this report. Neither this document nor any copy of it may be taken or transmitted into the United States (to US
Persons), Canada or Japan or distributed, directly or indirectly, in the United States or Canada or distributed, or redistributed in Japan to any residents
thereof. The distribution of this document in other jurisdictions may be restricted by the law applicable in the relevant jurisdictions and persons into whose
possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe any such restrictions.
We have reviewed the report, and in so far as it includes current or historical information, it is believed to be reliable though its accuracy or completeness
cannot be guaranteed. Neither TSL, nor any person connected with it, accepts any liability arising from the use of this document. The recipients of this
material should rely on their own investigations and take their own professional advice. Price and value of the investments referred to in this material may
go up or down. Past performance is not a guide for future performance. Certain transactions -including those involving futures, options and other
derivatives as well as non-investment grade securities - involve substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors. Reports based on technical analysis
centers on studying charts of a stock's price movement and trading volume, as opposed to focusing on a company's fundamentals and as such, may not
match with a report on a company's fundamentals.
Opinions expressed are our current opinions as of the date appearing on this material only. While we endeavor to update on a reasonable basis the
information discussed in this material, there may be regulatory, compliance or other reasons that prevent us from doing so. Prospective investors and
others are cautioned that any forward-looking statements are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice. All the Investments are subject
to the market risk. Please read the offer documents / Scheme Information Document carefully before Investing.
Further, the report is based upon information obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but TSL does not make any representation or warranty that it
is accurate, complete or up to date and it should not be relied upon as such. It does not have any obligation to correct or update the information or
opinions in it. TSL or any of its affiliates or employees shall not be in any way responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any person from any
inadvertent error in the information contained in this report. TSL or any of its affiliates or employees do not provide, at any time, any express or implied
warranty of any kind, regarding any matter pertaining to this report, including without limitation the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a
particular purpose, and non-infringement. The recipients of this report should rely on their own investigations. This information is subject to change
without any prior notice. TSL reserves at its absolute discretion the right to make or refrain from making modifications and alterations to this statement
from time to time. Nevertheless, TSL is committed to providing independent and transparent recommendations to its clients, and would be happy to
provide information in response to specific client queries.
Before making an investment decision on the basis of this research, the reader needs to consider, with or without the assistance of an adviser, whether the
advice is appropriate in light of their particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. There are risks involved in securities trading. The
price of securities can and does fluctuate, and an individual security may even become valueless. International investors are reminded of the additional
risks inherent in international investments, such as currency fluctuations and international stock market or economic conditions, which may adversely affect
the value of the investment. Neither TSL nor the director or the employee of TSL accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect, consequential or
other loss arising from any use of this research report and/or further communication in relation to this research report.
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Disclosure of Interest Statement in the stock ideas report as on 5th August 2016
1. Name of the analyst
:
Jatin Gedia
2. Qualifications of the analyst
:
B.Com,MMS
3. Research Analyst or his/her relatives has actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company at the end of the month
immediately preceding the date of publication of Research Report
:
No
4. Tata Securities Limited’s actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company at the end of the month immediately preceding
the date of publication of Research Report
:
No
5. Broking relationship with company covered
:
No
6. Investment Banking relationship with company covered
:
No
7. Research Analyst has served as an officer, director or employee of Subject Company:
No
8. Research Analyst or his/her relative’s financial interest in the subject company :
No
9. Tata Securities Limited’s financial interest in the subject company
:
No
We or our associates may have received compensation from the subject company in the past 12 months. We or our associates may have managed or comanaged public offering of securities for the subject company in the past 12 months. We or our associates may have received compensation for
investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage services from the subject company in the past 12 months. We or our associates may have received
any compensation for products or services other than investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage services from the subject company in the past
12 months. We or our associates have not received any compensation or other benefits from the subject company or third party in connection with the
research report. Our associates may have financial interest in the subject company.
Our associates may have actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company at the end of the month immediately preceding the
date of publication of Research Report.
Investments in securities are subject to market risk; please read the SEBI prescribed Combined Risk Disclosure Document prior to investing. Derivatives are
a sophisticated investment device. The investor is requested to take into consideration all the risk factors before actually trading in derivative contracts.
Our research should not be considered as an advertisement or advice, professional or otherwise.
No part of the compensation of the analyst(s) was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the inclusion of specific recommendations or views in this
research. The analyst(s), principally responsible for the preparation of this research report, receives compensation based on overall revenues of TSL and
TSL has taken reasonable care to achieve and maintain independence and objectivity in making any recommendations.
Neither TSL nor its directors, employees, agents, representatives shall be liable for any damages whether direct or indirect, incidental, special or
consequential including lost revenue or lost profits that may arise from or in connection with the use of the information contained in this report.
We and our affiliates, officers, directors, and employees worldwide may: (a) from time to time, have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the
securities thereof, of company (ies) mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and earn brokerage or other
compensation or act as a market maker in the financial instruments of the company (ies) discussed herein or act as advisor or lender / borrower to such
company (ies) or have other potential conflict of interest with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions at the time of
publication of Research Report or at the time of public appearance.
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